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Introduction
Whilst editing another book of mine, my e-book agent suggested that I should also write a
book about my experiences with my many, many sexual partners, here in Pattaya.
Pattaya is about three hours drive south of Bangkok, Thailand. Originally, way back in the
early 60’s, Pattaya was just a little fishing village, but over the years, it has grown into a real city
with a current population of about two million residents.
My agent even suggested the title, ‘Sex and More Sex’.
It just so happened that the town I mostly grew up in had hardly any girls. Sure, I wanted sex,
lots of it, but having to get a job and earn a living for myself became my main priority. So in my
later years, I got myself to a place where there was plenty of sex available. Does that make sense,
of course it does, and that’s why I came to Pattaya, for sex, lots of it.
Talk about clawing back the sex I did not have at that earlier time in my life, I have now had
about 2,500 sexual partners. I only had a problem with one of them, and that was mostly my fault
anyway. My e-book agent thought that many people, who have never heard of Pattaya and its
contents, would want to read about my sexual exploits for themselves.
Here is that e-book and I hope you enjoy it. The book could easily have been a vivid,
sequential account of all the many sexual partners that found their way into my hotel room. But it
was thought best to concentrate more on just a few of them and one in particular, a ladyboy
called Nice.
Hopefully the reader will be able to tolerate some of the digressions from the main story
where I give added background information about life in Pattaya. For some, this may be useful
information.
The e-book does illustrate that here in Pattaya, the ageing westerner can take better control of
his life, can drag out and dust down the ancient decision making mechanism and find that despite
the years of little use, as in my case, it still works.
For my own part, coming to Pattaya was a shock to some of my friends back home, most of
whom carried a spare death certificate in their back pocket for the likes of me. In their opinion,
somebody of my age, is supposed to be looking at funeral catalogues, well…….. up theirs.
I do not tell them what I get up to in Pattaya, they just would not understand. Pattaya is a
second chance for me, a second chance at making a success of my life, a second chance at really
living my life to the full.
This is something I should have done years ago, but which the day to day business of
working and providing for a family prevented me from doing. Living here has helped me to
develop socially too, because before, I was quite a shy and introverted person with just a handful
of friends.
Now I can see that I have benefited immensely from the contact with so many people here.
Living here has helped me to understand myself so much better too and has also enabled me to
be happy with myself, which is of more importance.
By living in Pattaya for this last ten years or so, I have now found out about myself and what
makes me happy. Although I still believe in a God, I am angry about the bull shit, dogma and
religious crap that was rammed down my throat for years and which I believed sincerely at that
time.
What I get up to in Pattaya is just an extension of love and there is nothing wrong with
having an intimate friendship with your own sex. I am so glad to be away from my own

country’s very strict society, with all its sexual and religious hang-ups. I was lucky, and
fortunate.
I had the wits to get out of it, now I live my life in proper freedom, and it’s great. I am lucky
and fortunate too in that I am pleasantly surprised to find that my biological machinery is also
working and is ‘All systems go’.
There will be mention of ‘Girl Bars’ and ‘Boy Bars’ from time to time within these pages but
be assured, all these sex operatives described here are eighteen years old or older. Be also
assured that the freelance sex operatives mentioned herein will also be eighteen years old or
older and that all of them had sexual relations with me quite voluntarily.
I hope you enjoy this e-book and if it does strike a real chord with you, then take the
following advice. If you have got a few spare years and you are in reasonable health, then get
your self out here, take a look and start enjoying your life too.
Do it my friend, do it, Pattaya is only a plane ride away, do it, be happy, meet someone nice,
male or female, and live a fuller, more enjoyable life….Christopher Cherry.

Chapter One
Getting There
Christopher flies to sunny Pattaya.
Another coffee Christopher, you look as though you could do with it. Yes please John, I
think I need more after hearing all that. John had just returned from Pattaya, Thailand and had
just given me a very vivid account of his adventures in the 'sex-city' of the East. John delivered
mail and had worked at one of the big Toronto mail depots for many years.
Now a man of forty eight years, tall and of athletic build, he was a very active man and his
employment may well have contributed to that. An experienced traveler, John had been to
Pattaya many times before and planned to retire there one day.
Part of John’s trip on that occasion, had been to meet up with three ex-pats who had already
made that final commitment to actually retire to Pattaya permanently.
All three had acquired spacious private housing, secluded and quiet and over the course of
his holiday in Pattaya, John had been a guest at all three of these houses. As a place to retire to,
the climate and standard of living beat the pants off a Toronto winter, because it truly was a
sunny paradise in the east.
Whilst prices varied across the scale, to John, the inexpensive housing, the low running costs
of everyday living, the high standard of living obtainable for his outlay and his entertainment
costs, had decided him about it all some time earlier.
John said that it was like going back in time and living with today's dollar, but with four
times its strength. It did not seem feasible to me that there was such a place to escape to in this
modern, very expensive world and the idea of such a place bristling with romantic opportunities
every twenty minutes did seem to be rather far fetched too.
The ‘four times its strength’ part really intrigued me, because although I had received some
considerable compensation for the loss of two fingers on my left hand, only three years earlier,
my financial situation was not that great now that I was not working.
Naturally, I wanted more details and I asked John to tell me all he knew about this far off
beautiful city where everything was so different from the kind of life I had known in Toronto.
John was a sensible man, not given to exaggeration and although I had listened to John speak
about Pattaya several times before, this time, what he had said about Pattaya caused me to sit up
and start paying closer attention.
John had said that there was no real reason why anybody should live their life out in
loneliness.
That hit me right between the eyes, because that’s exactly what I was doing. Since my wife
had gone, I had lived a very lonely life and at my age, there was very little chance of getting
happily resettled with another woman.
Here was I, now a widower of fifty-five years, with a nineteen year marriage behind me, a
father of three girls and now a very lonely man on his own. I suppose that most people take a
closer look at their lives every so often. Mainly to see where it is all going and to check whether
their life is on schedule and even on course.

A very necessary part of those calculations would concern happiness. Because it is generally
happiness, or the lack of it, which makes a person start to examine their life more closely in the
first place.
This is something I did sometimes too and had been doing with ever increasing frequency
over the last few years since my wife had gone.
I already knew that I was far from happy and I suppose it is entirely natural to start looking
around to find the cause. Not having someone to touch, not having intimate contact with another
human being and feeling that I was most alone in the world.
This is what was making me very, very unhappy. I had known John for many years and the
fact that he was interested in his own sex did not worry me in the slightest.
It was something that never came between us, he was entitled to his interest and as far as I
was concerned, it was his business and not mine. John reached into his jacket pocket and brought
out a photo album and he showed me his little collection of Thai male photographs.
Then John produced another album which contained several photos of Thai ladies and one in
particular that did interest me greatly. ‘Her name is Noy’, John said, ‘And she is looking for
somebody like you Christopher to take care of’.
‘Your joking of course John’, I said and John replied that he was not joking at all and that the
lady in the photograph was looking for somebody like me to take care of her and have sex with.
I spent the next three days thinking about Noy and eventually, I telephoned John and asked
him to bring Noy’s photograph to my house that night. John told me a bit more about Noy and a
few details about some of the other girls in his little album.
Just as he was leaving, he said this to me. Christopher, you can afford it, come to Pattaya
with me next time and I will introduce you to Noy and a hundred other good looking young
ladies that would love your company’.
I did not give John an answer, instead, I watched him drive his car down the icy lane and
slipped over in the snow as I made my way back to my house. It was going to be a long winter in
Oakville and the prospect of a warmer climate for two weeks did sound rather good. Two days
later I left a message saying that I would go to Pattaya with John the next time that he went.
The next day John telephoned to say that he was so pleased about my decision and that I
would not regret it. John made all the flight arrangements and we were due to fly out to Thailand
in about ten weeks time.
Whilst I waited for the big day to come, I was able to arm myself, courtesy of John, with
various valuable pieces of information that a novice might need on his first trip to Pattaya.
As the time approached, I often reflected on the spicy tales of the night-life John had
described about the girl bars, but John also spent a lot of time talking about the gay red-light
district of Pattaya known as BoyzTown in Pattaya-land.
One evening, John explained to me that whilst I was in Pattaya, I would almost certainly be
approached by many male prostitutes and asked if I would go with them.
John told me that the male prostitutes in Pattaya have stomachs too.
He explained that they have to pay for their rooms and all necessary items just like anybody
else.
He also added that I should not get upset about being approached by them. This apparently,
was a normal part of Pattaya life and I could politely decline these offers if I so wished, just as I
might decline offers made to me by females.
I laughed when John said this to me and he just grinned when I said that there would not be
too many male prostitutes interested in an old bus like me.

John replied, ‘There will be many male prostitutes very interested in you and in the contents
of your money clip’.
John also spoke at length about the entertainment side of his holiday and looking back, I now
realize that John was giving me all this information so that I could prepare myself for Pattaya.
A little bit like a moon landing, John was making sure that I knew what to do and how to act
when I got there. Over the next weeks, the subject of same sex friendships came up a lot.
Being attracted to the same sex was not that unusual in a lot of men and John thought that
part of my education in these matters would be to adopt a tolerant attitude towards those with
this interest.
I replied that it did not bother me and that people could please themselves because it was
their business entirely.
I did add at the time that it would not suit me personally. Because we were friends and
because the subject had come up so frequently over the proceeding few weeks, I asked John
directly what it was like to have an interest in young men. John started by saying that he was
attracted to both sexes, but that sex with young men was quite exciting.
Eventually, John told me more about the harrowing side of such friendships and after an hour
had passed, I felt that I had been invited to see a very secret part of John’s life. Apparently, there
had been a certain amount of struggling with the 'how come' part of it for John.
Plus the morality and conscience thing, which did nothing to lessen the pain and anguish of it
all for him.
Conditioned by social standards and all that entailed, codes of behavior and so on, it had only
increased the pain for John. It had originally made him quite deeply ashamed of his
conventionally unacceptable and undesirable interest in his own sex, but it was there, like it or
not and he eventually accepted it.
Then John had found out that in Pattaya, in this far off place, gay sex thrived and was shared
by literally thousands of men from many different nations. Because it was so much of a very
pleasurable and enjoyable experience for these people, they continually returned again and again
to this place of naked fun.
All nationalities find their way to Pattaya, some come for the ladies, some come for the
strong young men and some, like John, went there for the ladyboy's and the ladies.
All these different types of companions abound in Pattaya, in great volume. According to
John, in Pattaya, romantic opportunities existed in quantity, in volume and in bulk.
Appearance meant nothing, size did not matter, the prostitutes of Pattaya take on all comers
and part of their job is to make your dreams come true.
John further explained that sex with your own sex is really about bottoms and some visitors
to Pattaya choose a male partner to have sex with the chosen partner’s bottom.
John fell into this category and he could be described as a ‘top man’ because he liked his
partner to lie on his stomach during sex. Many visitors to Pattaya are ‘bottom men’ and there are
local males, both game and gay, that will accommodate all wishes.
In other words, many of the Pattaya visitors, prefer to lie on their own stomachs, to put it
nicely and have their chosen male partner assume the ‘top man’ position. My weekly visits to
John's place, had already helped me enormously, to understand something that I had never really
thought about before.
Although I felt that it did not apply to me personally, John had slowly but surely taught me
that sex with your own sex is nothing to be ashamed of, whether that sex was top or bottom
orientated.

John explained that it was really, just an extension of the expression of love and that there
was nothing wrong in needing the love of another male. Over a fairly long period of time, I came
to understand that logically, for his purposes, he was right and I took the attitude that he was
quite well adjusted about that area of life.
As the time for our trip started to get nearer, I began to think more and more about Noy and
also about some of the other ladies in John’s little photo album.
I still yearned just to touch another person, I was so lonely and the thought of another chance
with some beautiful lady did really spur me on.
I had a very clear choice, stay and be miserable, or go and enjoy myself. I chose the latter and
I must say that although things did not turn out exactly as planned, it was one of the very best
decisions of my life. I am now a free person in many respects, but above all, I am happy.
I have thought very, very deeply about it all and I can honestly say, Pattaya has given
something to me that my own country could never, in a million years, have given me. I now live
permanently in Pattaya and each and every day is a new adventure for me, because now, I
actually enjoy my life.
Okay, some days are quiet days, that's only natural and I like that as well. But when I choose
to open my flat door and rub shoulders with the vibrant, throb and verve of Pattaya life, I often
smile softly to myself and know I am on the right course now in my life.
I can honestly say that this is indeed the best part of my life now and barring accidents, (with
these dammed motorbikes here) I hope to be happy here for many more years yet.
I eventually found myself sitting in a plane seat with the number 22A written on it, I smiled
at John in the next seat and he smiled back. On that day and at that particular moment, I was
quite nervous, I don't mind telling you that I was very unsure about locking legs and arms with
complete strangers from the other side of the world.
So it was with a sense of real bravado that I silently said to any prevailing powers that be,
'Let me at it Charlie and I will make a good job of it'. All this time later, I try to remember to do
that each and every day, even though my stay in Pattaya has not been entirely without problems.
Now I can see that whatever way you care to dress it up, Pattaya is really all about
relationships, communications and getting on with people. This occurs against a background of
different cultures and languages.
The majority of visitors come here for tender loving care and however long or brief the
relationship, they still have to communicate with their partners. Sometimes, because of the
language differences, just with the help of hand signals and a smile.
There must still remain however, some people who are here simply for the climate, the slow
pace of life and the atmosphere, but I do believe them to be in the minority.
The Pattaya paradise playground is a combination of romance, good climate and atmosphere
and if you can get full marks in those three items, you must be out in front.
John always found it hard to talk quietly and his great booming voice could be heard several
seats away as he told me even more details about various aspects of Pattaya as the plane began
the journey.
In a way, it was a kind of refresher course because he had already told me a lot of similar
details back in my house.
After just over an hour, I now knew a great deal about the clubs, the sex workers inside and
the day to day workings of these clubs, thanks to John. I also had a lot of information about the
ladyboy's and katoey's in Pattaya too and so did the two ladies sitting in the seats in front of us
who occasionally turned and smiled at me.

John told me that in all the night clubs there is always a mamasan, usually a more
sophisticated person who can speak not only English, but in many cases, a little German, French
and even a smattering of Japanese sometimes.
Part of the duties of the mamasan is to be acquainted with all the service providers, male or
female, under 'her' care and this will include knowing their names, their sexual preferences and
even their physical dimensions. Service providers is just a fancy name for prostitutes who
provide sexual services.
Part of the mamasan’s interpreting skill’s is to always convey the requirements to the chosen
partner and of course his or her agreement or not, to those wishes. Should the chosen partner not
oblige on all particulars of the agreed verbal contract at a later stage, I.E. the hotel room, the
customer can complain to the mamasan.
John explained that it seems to be the widespread rule that should a customer not get
satisfaction from a chosen partner, then that customer need only complain to the establishment
and some satisfactory remedy will be found and it will be generally dealt with quite fairly.
No doubt various remedies existed for the chosen partner too. John further explained to me
that these clubs are in a very competitive business, your custom being highly valued. This is also
evident by the staff outside the various night-clubs encouraging you go in them. Both the owner
of the night-club and the mamasan will always try to provide a good service.
They like to be up to date and currently aware of all problems with the service providers
themselves. During the flight, John explained another phenomena of Thailand, 'katoey'.
Katoey’s were ladyboy’s with skirts on.
But both ladyboy’s and katoey’s are sex operatives with make-up, generally quite beautiful,
but occasionally, quite ugly. Apparently, there are ways to distinguish between real genuine
ladies and these ‘he/she’s’, but many mistakes still get made.
When in doubt, Johns tip was to look for the 'Adam's apple', big feet, height and the voice,
which should not be too deep of course, but that is not always a good guide with some of the
smaller ‘he/she’s’, or as some would say, ‘Copy Lady’s’.
Obviously a subject near to John’s heart and one that he seemed to know a lot about, he
added that the ladyboy's in Thailand spent a great deal of their time, effort and money on their
appearance, which is so essential to them for getting their customers.
John raised his arm and said laughingly, that there were some beautiful ladyboy's and some
less beautiful ladyboy's, just as there are very beautiful women and many not so beautiful.
Once again the two ladies in the seats in front turned around and smiled benevolently at me.
John’s further discourse on the subject of ladyboy's informed me (and the two ladies in the front
seat) that ladyboy's have not enjoyed the same reputation as the true male prostitutes of Pattaya
and are somewhat looked down upon by most members of Thai society.
Even so, they all aspire to trying their very best to look like a lady and some are very, very
good at it. The majority of them usually wear jeans, but some do wear dresses and then, as
previously stated, they are more accurately described as being a 'Katoey', as previously stated.
However, the proper definition of a Katoey is a male that has had surgery to his chest to
enhance the bustline and further surgery lower down to make them like a female. The ‘Katoey’s’
enjoy even less of a reputation amongst the local Thai residents than the ladyboy's. There are two
popular venues in Pattaya that get the best out of the ladyboy phenomena, although there are
others.

These are Alcazar's and Tiffany's, where nightly shows of beautiful ladyboy's perform exotic
dances on the stage with young, handsome men. These shows are very well attended and from
the tourist point of view, one has not 'done' Pattaya unless one has taken in one of these shows.
To be employed by either enterprise, the ladyboy must be first class in their appearance and
of course their dancing ability. However, there are many other establishments that have ladyboy's
on their premises.
Pattaya is not exclusive to the ladyboy phenomena, as Bangkok and many of the principle
cities throughout Thailand have ladyboy's too. Many of the night-club mamasan's are or were
ladyboy's themselves once.
There are no flies on mamasan's, they having come up through the ranks themselves, so they
know each and every possibility both inside and outside of these establishments. It is considered
polite and friendly to buy the mamasan a drink and time spent discussing requirements and
preferences will always be rewarded with solutions.
John went on to say that there are also many thousands of males that are purely masculine
and that whether the person be female, male or in between, the general poverty in Thailand
probably makes it easier for them to be suitable and willing bed partners for oversea visitors.
With all this new information buzzing around in my head, I was glad when the airline dinner
had been served. I then had sufficient time to reflect on it all as John nodded off to sleep. It did
cross my mind that the two ladies sitting in front of me might also be doing the same.
When John and I arrived at Bangkok Airport, the two ladies sitting in front of us smiled at
me and said that they hoped I would enjoy my holiday in Pattaya. One of them turned to John
and thanked him for some of the information they had overheard and asked if it was really true
that the ladyboy's could change their sexual appendages.
Four elderly eyebrows lifted quite suddenly when John explained to them that many
ladyboy's went in for sex change operations. Having finally arrived at Bangkok airport, I was ten
times more nervous than when I had started my journey. But I was happy too, happy beyond
belief, I had arrived in Paradise, Thailand, the land of smiles.
What made me so happy was the sight of so many, many beautiful people. If the rest of
Thailand and Pattaya in particular was the same, I was indeed going to have the time of my life
for the next fourteen days. The first thing that John did was to make his way to the Exchange
Bureau where he changed his Canadian dollars for Baht and I did the same. A little about the
currency of Thailand will not go amiss here.
The unit of currency is the Baht, the coinage coming in single, five and ten Baht coins. The
folding money is in twenties, fifties, one hundreds, five hundreds and one thousand Baht notes.
John always left Bangkok as soon as possible, sometimes using an exclusive personal
limousine taxi at a cost of fifteen hundred Baht. But the best way, according to John, was to buy
a cheap ticket costing a mere two hundred Baht on the Thai Airways bus direct to Pattaya and so
that is what we did.
A little over two hours later Pattaya city swung into view and I was quite surprised to see
how big it was. It is possible to live in Pattaya and not see anything of the so called 'sex trade', as
there are many quiet and secluded residential areas. There are districts like North and Central
Pattaya, within close proximity of the beach.
Of course department stores, service stations, laundries and a variety of small shops selling
almost everything are also close by. Whilst all areas of Pattaya are orientated romantically, the
highest concentration of romance is to be found in South Pattaya.

Two popular areas in South Pattaya that cater for the single man are the 'BoyzTown' and 'Day
Night' areas, although the 'Jomtein' area is fast becoming popular to the single tourist.
South Pattaya was my final destination and our hotel was located near Walking Street and
Beach Road, South Pattaya. These two famous places cater for all sorts of tourists, as regards
their tastes for young ladies, young men, ladyboy's or simply none at all.
As the Thai Airways bus drove through Pattaya, I began to see with my own eyes the many,
many couples, both male and female. But also, just like John had said, many male couples
walking together, sometimes hand in hand. Yippee! I had arrived in Pattaya and it would be a
sure-fire thing that I would not be sleeping alone that night.
That day we pulled into the Rice Hotel, located in South Pattaya, right next to the famous red
light district. After a shower, John and myself visited the Café Royal Plaza for a bite to eat.
Good food in luxurious surroundings set the tone for my holiday, the waiters were pleasant
and attentive, each one carrying little name-plates on their shirts, which was helpful.
After our meal, John suddenly said, ‘Right Christopher, I have to give a message and some
money to a boy in one of the night-clubs first, then we can go on to the girl bar to see Noy later,
if that’s okay with you’. I replied yes, but I was starting to get quite nervous about meeting Noy
and her friends, now that the time had nearly come to meet them.
My legs turned to jelly as John led me into 'Throb’s', a bright and glitzy night-club not sixty
meter’s away. It took me all my courage to enter Throb’s, but despite the inward fear, I tried my
best to look cool and aloof about the whole thing.
Quickly seated, our waiter asked us what we would like to drink, I had a Coke and John had
some orange juice. Whilst I was making my way to our seats, I had at various times quickly
glanced up at the stage, where a number of boys were dancing, just wearing very brief shorts
with numbers on them. All the boys were smiling broadly, some of whom were smiling broadly
at me.
Still trying to play the cool and aloof foreigner, I deliberately did not look properly at the
boys until after I had sat down and searched through my pockets for my cigarettes and lighter,
which I needed badly. It was only after I had inhaled a good drag of blue smoke that I lifted my
eyes towards the stage.
I then saw at first hand that the place was full of boys, there were so many, many boys and
more boys. Wall to wall boys, all beautiful, with lovely honey colored skin, mostly with dark
hair, but all with beautifully white teeth and a lot of them were smiling at me. It was a real shock
to me and I only hope that my face did not betray my shock.
In this setting, with the florescent lights making their white, skin tight shorts look quite sexy
against their honey colored skin, I was quite shocked at how beautiful they all looked.
Gradually, I was able to see that some of the boys were very manly, but sufficient time had
elapsed for me to see that two of these boys were very beautiful and even looked quite feminine.
I found myself looking at these two boys in particular and my eyes were repeatedly drawn to
them, because they were so beautiful. There were all types of boys at Throb’s, to suit all tastes
and I got the distinct impression that they had all been very carefully selected and screened, to
work in such a place.
Okay, Throb’s is the top-end of the market that apparently was common knowledge in
Pattaya, everyone knew that and I eventually found out why such places attract the top boys. The
management of Throb’s, chooses their service providers very carefully and ensures that all their
staff gives good service and value for money.

Whilst I surveyed, in as calmly a manner as I could manage, all the beautiful boys on the
stage, one boy did catch my eye and we exchanged smiles and he nodded to me and held five
fingers up to me.
The boy looked my way again and once more held five fingers up to me. Seeing this, John
explained that the boy was indicating to me that he would go with me for five hundred Baht.
John tried to whisper to me that it was always a good sign if the boy chose the falang first,
rather than vica versa. The Thai word for foreigner is really 'farang', but most Thai's have trouble
pronouncing 'R' and substitute the letter 'L' instead, hence 'falang'.
This is why you will hear many Thai's saying lomance for romance, Lobert for Robert, loyal
for royal, lobber for robber and falang for farang. So I will use the word ‘falang’ in this e-book,
okay.
I explained to John that I was not interested in the boy.
As we were sitting down on the plush seating, John told me that it is a very difficult thing for
a complete novice, with very little overseas experience and hardly any gay experience to speak
of, to simply walk into one of these places and expect to know what to do. John had previously
taken some of his friends to Pattaya and had shown and taught them what to do and what not to
do and that's how he knew that.
I just replied ‘Yes’, to this remark and decided not tell John that I was very near to actually
fainting as I had entered Throb’s, that's how nervous I was about it all. I saw John get up and
speak to a boy on the stage and the boy put his hands together in thanks to John when he handed
the boy some money.
As he sat down again, John said to me, ‘We can move on when your ready Christopher, I
have delivered the message and the money to my friend now.
I had no intentions of moving on, because I was quite content to sit there and look at these
two beautiful boys for a little while longer. I did not give Noy another thought really, but did
vaguely think that I would make my surprise visit to where she worked the following evening
instead.
Almost ten minutes passed before I realized that I had spent a lot of those minutes looking at
the two boys and I was aware of considerable stirrings in my lower regions.
I was very aware that both boys were very beautiful and I found that I could not divide my
time by looking at one boy more than the other one. I deliberately looked around the room and
spent some time looking at the light fixtures high in the ceiling, in an effort to compose myself.
Even so, my eyes were drawn back to the two beautiful boys dancing on the stage and I
realized that I wanted to touch and hold them.
In the end, I reasoned that my interest in these two boys was because they looked so girl like,
but it had disturbed me to think that I had more than a passing interest in them. I suddenly saw
another boy walking towards a little room and as he opened the door and went through it, I saw
that he was even more beautiful than the two boys that I had seen on the stage.
The sight of that boy had an effect on me and in a moment of panic I had thoughts about
being outnumbered by beautiful boys and that I would be powerless against all their charms. I
wondered what was happening and also wondered if I was in some kind of crazy dream. I did
feel very hot at that time and got my handkerchief out to wipe my face.
A waiter came to me and offered me a white packet on a silver tray, but he could see that I
did not know what the packet contained. Opening the packet, the waiter produced a cold white
cloth and dabbed my forehead with it and it felt really cool on my face. I felt quite shocked with

myself and it was as though I was looking at myself and being very surprised at this sudden
interest in these beautiful looking boys.
This was not the reason that I had come to this night club and I felt slightly angry towards
John that he had brought me here.
Seeing these boys was really testing me and I could not explain my interest in them. I knew
that given the opportunity, I would be failing the test and that I would be helpless against these
boys. John asked me if I was okay and I weakly replied that I was a little hot.
Various sexual thoughts were going through my head at this stage. It was at that time that
John suddenly asked me if I had seen a particular boy that I liked yet, adding that should I, he
would arrange for the boy to sit beside me. I was glad when John said this, but I made no reply.
The idea of getting to know one of these boys, perhaps over a drink, did appeal to me however.
I told myself that it would be an opportunity to swap names and tell each other a little about
ourselves, always providing of course that the boy understood English.
When I saw the boy come out of the side room again, I touched John’s knee and told him that
I thought the boy was beautiful. ‘Yes’, John replied, ‘That’s Than, he is a waiter here, do you
want to meet him’. John’s searching gaze forced me to eventually reply yes, but I could not look
John in the face when I did answer him.
The next thing I knew was that the boy was sitting besides me, smiling and leaning forward
and the boy was asking me my name.
I told him Christopher, but he had not heard me properly and my voice had gone completely
by then so I did not try to tell him my name anymore. I made a great show of trying to find my
cigarettes which I knew quite well were in my shirt pocket.
I was confused and got even more confused when the boy took my cigarette packet and
lighter out of my hands and lit a cigarette for me.
I had the chance then to look closely at the boy and I found that his eyes, then his nose, then
his mouth and all of his face was beautiful and I told him so. He started to grin and began to
squeeze my arm and I knew then that there was no way that I could leave that club on my own.
The boy suddenly said, ‘’I like you’’.
Those few words had sealed my fate for the night, the boy was not going to let me go and
quite honestly, I did not want to let the boy go either.
I asked the boy if he would like a drink and he replied that he would like a Coke, the same as
me. I looked at the other boys on the stage again and they were still smiling broadly. They
seemed to know that their friend had made contact with me and they seemed to know that I
would be leaving the club with that boy that evening. As far as I was concerned, their smiles
seemed to be smiles of approval.
I was happy that they were still smiling, because I felt slightly guilty that I had not chosen
them instead to share a drink with me. It did cross my mind however, that I might return the
following evening to get a little closer to them also.
Within twenty minutes of entering this night club, I had apparently chosen a boy to spend
some time with elsewhere and I decided to postpone my self analysis until another time.
Obviously people came to this night club to do exactly that, to choose a sexual partner.
Somewhere within it all, was the strange fact that somehow and with very little effort, I had
naively made my own choice and now I was going to have to go through with it. I looked at the
boy closely again and decided that it might be pleasant to share some of his company and to
maybe have a small kiss and cuddle session with him.

There seemed to be no harm in that and at the back of my mind I knew that I did not have to
do anything that I might regret later. Shortly after that, John turned to me and asked how I was
enjoying the show so far and I replied that I was quite content and very happy.
I continued to look at the boys dancing on the stage for nearly an hour then John suddenly
asked me if I was going to take my companion back to my hotel. Before I had a chance to
answer, John bent forward and tried his best to whisper as quietly as possible, ‘Do you remember
what I said about paying the ‘Off’ fee.
I replied that I did and that I would be taking the boy back to my hotel a little later. I had
already made the decision to ‘off’ the boy, but this extra time had give me more time to think
about my situation and exactly what I was going to do.
Sure, events had taken an unexpected turn, but remembering my promise to myself on the
plane, when I had said, 'Let me at it Charlie and I will make a good job of it', I decided to make
the best of the situation and to keep smiling, male or female, the principle was the same.
John had told me in the hotel that he made it a habit to keep different denominations of
money in different pockets. He had done this for a number of years and it had always proved to
be a good idea because he knew exactly where all his money was. I had adopted the same idea
and placed certain denominations of money in certain pockets of my clothing.
When I did finally get ready to leave the night club, I discovered an added bonus in that it
added to my implied air of coolness and aloofness.
Included in my bill was the ‘off’ fee for the boy and the ‘Check-Bin’, as it is called in
Thailand, which arrived inside a plastic folder. I simply dipped my hand into one of my pockets
and offered the appropriate banknote with a flourishing flair. All in the sure knowledge that I had
tendered the correct banknote from the correct pocket to pay for it.
It certainly beat a lot of fumbling, indecision and eye-straining that I observed on quite a few
occasions in some of the more dimly lit night clubs afterwards.
I also left some of my change on top of the folder and I knew that this personal ‘tip’ would be
for the waiter that had looked after me for the last ninety minutes or so. John stayed on a little
later than me because he had to wait another hour for his Australian friend to visit the night club.
I said my goodbyes to him and thanked him for the guided tour.
Just before I left, the boy slipped off to change into his other clothes and as we made our way
to the door, I dug into my twenty Baht pocket many times and made a lot of boys smile even
more broadly.
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